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Abstract
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To improve turnover prediction, Hom, Mitchell, Lee, and Griffeth reconceptualize the turnover criterion and its immediate antecedent (quit intentions). Specifically, we suggest an expanded criterion that captures leavers’ perception of volitional control (and incorporates involuntary turnover) and their turnover destinations (e.g., another job, unpaid alternatives). Corresponding to an expanded criterion, we suggest various psychological states defined by two dimensions—employment status (staying vs leaving) and perceived voluntariness. By crossing these dimensions, we create a typology comprising the following mindsets: (1) voluntary stayers (those who want to and can stay with the organization), (2) voluntary leavers (those who want to and can leave with the organization), (3) involuntary stayers (those who want to leave the organization but cannot), and (4) involuntary leavers (those who want to stay with the organization but cannot). We describe how they arise and their various attitudinal and behavioral characteristics. Notably, we speculate about their departure times and turnover destinations. Our theoretical approach extends job embeddedness theory, commitment models, and turnover theory and research but also complements growing scholarship on motivational states.
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